White matter abnormalities of the brain: similar to multiple sclerosis in adolescence
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Abstract
Also known as Devic’s disease, neuromyelitis optica (NMO) is an autoimmune inflammatory disease that affects the central nervous system, considerably similar to multiple sclerosis (MS). This study aimed to compare the similarities of the clinical feature presented with similar cases found in the medical literature, addressing the symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment. This is a descriptive, retrospective, and qualitative study, done through the technique of direct observation. An adolescent male patient came to our service complaining of weakness in the lower limbs and urinary retention and, subsequently, urinary incontinence, during hospitalization. After undergoing magnetic resonance imaging of the skull, a large lesion with a demyelinating characteristic was evident through the T2 and FLAIR sequences, hyperintense in the white matter of the right cerebral hemisphere, with the exuberant enhancement of the contrasted image. Subsequently, he presented weakness in the left dimidium of the body, with progressive worsening in some days, with the impossibility of walking. The treatment was initiated with pulse therapy of methylprednisolone and interferon beta, obtaining an excellent clinical control of the disease. Thus, diagnostic confirmation was only possible thanks to the identification of a single brain white matter lesion through imaging and serological examination, which constituted a tool of great importance for the differential diagnosis that made it possible to exclude multiple sclerosis and allowed the establishment of timely treatment for neuromyelitis optica.
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Resumo
Também conhecida como doença de Devic, a neuromielite óptica (NMO) é uma doença inflamatória autoimune que acomete o sistema nervoso central, consideravelmente semelhante à esclerose múltipla (EM). O objetivo desse trabalho foi comparar as semelhanças do quadro clínico apresentado com casos semelhantes encontrados na literatura médica, abordando a sintomatologia, diagnóstico e tratamento. Trata-se de um estudo descritivo, retrospectivo e qualitativo, feito através da técnica de observação direta. Paciente do sexo masculino, adolescente, compareceu ao nosso serviço queixando-se de fraqueza em membros inferiores e retenção urinária e, posteriormente, incontinência urinária, durante a internação hospitalar. Após se submeter à ressonância magnética de crânio evidenciou-se através das sequências T2 e FLAIR uma grande lesão com característica desmielinizante, hiperintensa na substância branca do hemisfério cerebral direito, com exuberante realce da imagem contrastada. Posteriormente, apresentou fraqueza...
no dimídio esquerdo do corpo, com piora progressiva em alguns dias, com impossibilidade de deambulação. O tratamento foi instituído com pulsoterapia de metilprednisolona e interferon beta, obtendo um excelente controle clínico da doença. Assim, a confirmação diagnóstica só foi possível graças a identificação de lesão única da substância branca cerebral através de exame de imagem e sorológico, que constituíram ferramentas de grande importância para o diagnóstico diferencial que possibilitou a exclusão de esclerose múltipla e permitiu o estabelecimento do tratamento oportuno para neuromielite óptica. 

**Palavras-chave:** Lesão cerebral; Sustância branca; Neuromielite óptica; Adolescente.

### 1. Introduction

Neuromyelitis optica (NMO) is a spectrum of diseases that often affects the central nervous system (CNS), the optic nerves and the spinal cord, and are characterized by inflammation, demyelination, and axonal loss. They are heterogeneous diseases in their clinical, pathological and immunopathogenic course, but they can usually be differentiated based on clinical, imaging, laboratory, and pathological characteristics, although there may be overlap between different diseases due to misdiagnosis (Lassmann, 2007; Wolinsky et al., 2018).

Until recently, any NMO was diagnosed as MS (Wingerchuk et al., 2007; Eshaghi et al., 2021). Therefore, the clarification of these diseases is important to allow them to be distinguished from tumoral or infectious lesions, avoiding unnecessary aggressive diagnostic procedures and treatments, and on the other hand, to allow a more adequate treatment and prognosis for the type of NMO in question (Cañellas et al., 2007; Young et al. 2018; Thompson et al., 2018).

The growth of presumed diagnoses of MS, in turn, increases in cases misdiagnosed, since the clinical diagnosis is based on imaging tests, clinical analyzes, and complementary tests (Fragoso et al., 2012). Since the diagnosis in adolescents is very unusual, studies that characterize the profile of differential diagnosis cases of MS in childhood and adolescence are scarce (Chitnis et al., 2009; Tenembaum et al., 2016; Vigdorovich et al., 2020).

Among the cases seen at the neurology outpatient clinic of São Vicente de Paulo Hospital in Águas Formosas, Minas Gerais State, Brazil, we elected the only case of an adolescent with an inconclusive diagnosis being followed up at our Reference Center located in the Northeast region of Minas Gerais, to observe the similarities of the described case with the consulted literature.

### 2. Methodology

This is a descriptive, retrospective, qualitative study (Fletcher et al., 2003; Yin, 2005; Aragão et al., 2009; Breitkopf et al., 2020), carried out using the technique of direct observation. Patient data were collected through access to medical records and requested tests and were presented in chronological order. Following ethical principles, the patient consented to the disclosure of data and the display of images of his case for academic purposes, by signing the Term of Assent. The patient's data
were evaluated after the diagnosis and the patient continued to be followed up in a specialized medical service to verify the effectiveness of the proposed treatment.

3. Case Report

We present the case of a 16-year-old adolescent who initially manifested a clinical picture of weakness in the lower limbs and urinary retention and, subsequently, urinary incontinence, during hospitalization (Figure 1). Acute flaccid paralysis, medullary schistosomiasis, and Guillain-Barré syndrome were initially suspected.

**Figure 1 -** Weakness in the lower limbs and urinary retention (A), and urinary incontinence (B).

The patient underwent magnetic resonance imaging of the thoracic spine, showing inflammatory lesion of the spine between T7 and T11, although with progressive improvement in a few weeks, being subsequently submitted to magnetic resonance imaging of the skull, which showed, through the T2 and FLAIR sequences, hyperintense lesion with characteristics demyelinating agents in the left temporal lobe, with no signs of activity. The patient used diapers continuously due to urinary incontinence and was medicated with 10 mg of baclofen every 8 hours, continuously.

When performing a new exam, the patient presented the specific biomarker (antibody against the protein aquaporin 4), considered a strong sign of neuromyelitis optica, despite the absence of ocular complaints. However, the presence of myelitis alone had already caused numbness in one part of the body; weakness of one or more members; imbalance in walking; changes in urine control.

Subsequently, he presented weakness in the left dimidium of the body, with progressive worsening in some days, with the impossibility of walking. Magnetic resonance imaging of the skull showed in the T2 and FLAIR sequences a large lesion with demyelinating characteristics, hyperintense in the white matter of the right cerebral hemisphere, with the exuberant enhancement of the contrasted image (Figure 2).
Pulse therapy with methylprednisolone was prescribed and administered for 5 days, with a significant improvement in the deficit. Next, a routine CSF exam was performed, which proved to be normal. When using extensive diagnostic tests, no infectious or rheumatological etiology was identified. After the administration of pulse therapy in high doses of corticosteroids, he presented leukocytosis, which did not contraindicate the prescription of immunomodulators. Therefore, as a possible diagnosis for the presented clinical picture was not established, interferon beta 1a (44 mcg) was tested and prescribed, subcutaneously, three times a week, with good clinical control of the patient.

Interferon monotherapy was maintained, with no adverse effect recorded, allowing the maintenance of satisfactory clinical control despite the diagnostic inconclusion. In contrast-enhanced MRI of the skull performed on 12/12/2018, a diagnostic impression was obtained with the aspect of rotation of the left hippocampus and foci of hyper signal in T2 and FLAIR, located deep white substance, in the upper frontal gyrus to the right, in the temporal gyrus superior to the left and thalamus to the right, without restriction to diffusion or drop in the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map, without evidence of significant enhancement after administration of paramagnetic contrast, which may represent a sequela of a demyelinating lesion, without lesional activity, with permeated gliosis, suggesting the diagnosis of atypical idiopathic demyelinating inflammatory disease, compatible with Neuromyelitis optica (NMO).

4. Discussion

Currently, the most common cause of misdiagnosis of MS appears to be non-specific abnormalities of white matter in brain MRI, misinterpretation and misapplication of radiographic diagnostic criteria, as well as the presence of vague or nonspecific neurological symptoms. It has been shown that in up to a third of “normal” people aged 20 to 45 years old, transient neurological symptoms may have no clinical significance. It is also not uncommon to see people with dizziness, numbness, and similar sensory symptoms, without any underlying disease in medical practice (Renard, 2015; Lindemer et al., 2018).

Some considerations must be made when the differential diagnosis between the demyelination plates and other pathologies that resemble them when observed by magnetic resonance imaging (Wingerchuk et al., 2015). Multifocal abnormalities of the periventricular white matter can be seen in normal individuals with no pathological significance. The finding of these areas of anomalous signs increases with age. Over 60 years of age, about 30% of individuals may have such changes in the periventricular white matter (Minguetti, 2001; Thompson et al., 2018; Filippi et al., 2019).
To increase the sensitivity of the MRI examination, some diagnostic criteria have been proposed (Verhey et al., 2011). Paty et al., 1988 use the term MRI strongly suggestive of multiple sclerosis for exams that have at least 4 hyperintense lesions or 3 lesions, including at least one periventricular lesion. Fazekas et al., 1988 proposed a different system in which the presence of at least 2 of the following 3 items is necessary for the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis: 1) lesion larger than 6mm, 2) periventricular lesion, 3) fossa lesion later. Both diagnostic criteria have sensitivity and specificity around 90% 24,26 (Fazekas et al., 1988; Offenbacher et al., 1993; Jeong et al., 2015; Eshaghi et al., 2021).

Brain or spinal demyelination plaques that are enhanced by paramagnetic contrast are acute plaques or are undergoing re-aggravation and in these cases, they can be confused with neoplasms or inflammatory diseases (Guzmán-De-Villoria et al., 2010). The areas of hypointense signals in T1-weighted sequences and hyperintense in T2-weighted sequences in which there is no enhancement after intravenous injection of paramagnetic contrast, correspond to chronic demyelination plaques and are the result of the proliferation of astrocytes and consequent healing (Dos Passos et al., 2018; Datar et al., 2018). The enhancement of the lesion by the use of contrast shows that there was a breakdown of the blood-brain barrier and can, therefore, measure the activity of the disease. There is clinical and imaging evidence that shows the coincidence of the increase in the size and number of lesions with the clinical outbreaks of the disease. It is also known, on the other hand, that treatment with corticosteroids and interferon causes neutralization of antibodies, decreasing the size and number of lesions, in addition to significant improvement in clinical scores (Minguetti, 2001; Hauser et al., 2017).

The present clinical feature studied was pointed out by a medical team of neurologists as a variant of multiple sclerosis, with striking features of neuromyelitis optica (Jacob et al., 2013; Kansara, 2017; Vigdorovich et al., 2020), capable of causing acute attacks of bilateral or rapidly sequential optic neuritis, leading to severe visual loss, although the patient studied so far has not presented any visual complaint, he may develop this condition in the future if drug treatment is lacking, which may increase the condition of weakness in the limbs, symmetrical paraparesis or quadriparesis, Lhermitte's sign, sensory loss and bladder dysfunction, with a typically recurrent course.

The mechanisms responsible for the white matter injury during neurodegenerative diseases are currently being studied by researchers around the world, mainly at the level of the optic nerve and spinal cord, where the damaging effects on the white matter can be better interpreted (Stys, 2004; Pandit et al., 2015; Mars et al., 2018). An important consequence of this mechanism is that the axons of the white matter, including the passing fibers, can be damaged, generating significant functional deficits that are common in different pathological conditions (Medana, 2003; Schilling et al., 2018).

5. Final Considerations

Pathological impairment of white cerebral substance is an important mechanism of the pathophysiology of acute and chronic neurodegenerative diseases, as this group of diseases has similar clinical and radiological characteristics, which makes the differentiation of these specific entities very challenging or even impossible in the first episode of demyelination.

Therefore, this research brings a new perspective to this area of knowledge by encouraging other professionals and researchers to carry out new studies aimed at standardizing and validating diagnostic criteria for definitive NMO.
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